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Abstract
A web application is presented to compute, plot, and interactively explore planar arrangements induced by algebraic plane curves of arbitrary
degree. It produces accurate curve plots and reflects the exact topology for
any arrangement, including highly-degenerate cases. Various user interface
features allow the interactive exploration of the arrangement structure.
The tool useful for demonstrative and educational purposes, especially as
it runs without initial installation process.
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Introduction

It is generally acknowledged that demonstrative advertisement programs are
essential for the success of a project, be it business- or research-oriented. The
xAlci web application (http://exacus.mpi-inf.mpg.de), presented in this report
is part of Exacus, a collection of libraries containing exact geometric algorithms
for curves and surfaces. Our main contribution is to bring recent research in
this area to a broader community.
In particular, the web-program combines two algorithms recently implemented within the Exacus project: algorithm to compute the exact arrangement induced by real algebraic plane curves in the plane [3] [4], and algorithm
to accurately draw arcs of algebraic plane curves [5]. Altogether, the algorithms produce topologically correct and geometrically accurate plots of algebraic arrangements. Besides the mere plot, combinatorial information about
the arrangement is provided – this allows to identify interesting regions which
can be interactively explored by zooming into them. It is worth mentioning
that all degenerate cases (e.g., isolated vertices, vertical asymptotes, tangential
intersections) are handled exactly.
The computations are performed on a web server. The combinatorial arrangement description, and the image (in png format) are sent to the client who
displays the result in the web browser using Flash 1 . With this architecture, the
user is not burdened with installing additional software to use our application.
The video presentation of this work also appears in [6].
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Using the program

xAlci’s web application has undergone a very thorough change since the first
version released. We tried to consider all remarks and suggestions from the
Exacus team to make the interface intuitively clear and easily extensible. We
summarize the features of xAlci web application as follows:
•
•
•
•
1

polynomials are given in MAPLE format with rational coefficients
zoom, pan and focus on arbitrary portion of the curve plot
highlighting arrangement features (arcs, vertices and faces)
display additional data such as the number of arrangement faces, edges,
vertices and isolated vertices

http://www.macromedia.com/software/flash/about/
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• choose one of three visualization modes: visualize complete arrangement,
visualize in flat color or visualize selected arcs only
• export arrangement plots as a png image
• Macromedia Flash Player 8.0 compliance
We consider the program usage step-by-step. In order to compute an arrangement, the user enters a list of polynomials, delimited by comma to the
input area and clicks the Analyse curves button. xAlci computes the arrangement induced by the vanishing loci of these polynomials and fills the lists
of arcs, vertices, and faces. Each arc is given by the x-coordinates and arc
numbers2 of its end-points, and the arc number in its interior (the algorithm
produces arcs such that the internal arc number is unique for all arcs). ±∞
instead of an arc number for an endpoint indicates that the arc has a vertical
asymptote at the corresponding x-coordinate.
By clicking the Plot curve arcs button, the arrangement is plotted in the
main frame. Also, the visualization tools listed below become available:
: zoom in by a factor of 2
: zoom out by a factor of 2
: reset to default zoom
: focus on point – click the curve plot to center at a special point
: focus on region – hold mouse button and select the area of interest
: feature selection mode
The last item deserves special attention. In large arrangements consisting
of thousands of arcs, it is hard to find a certain arrangement item on the curve
plot – this is where feature selection mode might be useful. Clicking the curve
plot in this mode executes a point location query [8] and a corresponding item
in the face list gets immediately highlighted. Alternatively, one can highlight
any arrangement items(s) by selecting them in the arcs, vertices or faces lists.
Arrangements can be rasterized using one of the following visualization
modes:
complete : Plots the whole arrangement. Each curve is drawn in its own
color; for a single curve, each arcs has a different color. Critical points
and curve intersections are marked by black dots.
complete one-color : As before, but end-points are not marked and single
curves are draw in a flat color.
selected arcs : Plots only arcs that are selected in the arc list. Colors are
assigned as in the first mode.
2

The arc number of a point with x-coordinate x0 on curve f defines its index in the order
amongst all points of f with x = x0

2
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Algorithmic background

What happens in detail when the user hits the Analyse curves button? Two
steps are performed:
• Segmentation of each input curve into a list of x-monotone arcs [4]. This is
done by computing the topology of the algebraic curve together with geometric information about the critical points of the curve, using a symbolicnumeric method, The output of this curve analysis resembles a cylindrical
algebraic decomposition [2], from which the x-monotone arcs are read off
easily.
• Arrangement computation of the curve arcs [3]. In that step, we apply the generic sweep-line implementation from cgal’s 3 Arrangement 2
package [8] on the set of x-monotone arcs computed in the first step. We
instantiate the package so that algebraic curves of any degree are handled.
For that, we provide a suitable Traits-class based on efficient methods to
analyze a single curve (see previous item), and a pair of algebraic curves.
When pressing the Plot curve arcs button each curve arc from an arrangement is rasterized separately [5] as follows:
• A curve arc is traced in both directions starting from a seed point which
is guaranteed to lie on this arc. Each time the algorithm has 8 directions
(pixels) to follow. Using range analysis [7] and some heuristics one can
quickly decide which direction to take. In order to distinguish closely
located curve branches we employ a local space subdivision. The curve
branches are not discriminated beyond certain threshold (which is within
the current pixel size) when the direction of tracing can be determined
uniquely. This results in a substantial speed-up for curves having a lot of
closely located features.
All three sub-algorithms guarantee the correctness of their results, such
that the resulting plot is a correct approximation of an arrangement with a
given resolution. This is true for any input, as the algorithms are designed to
handle all special cases. Moreover, efficiency is attained by avoiding expensive
algebraic computations in the algorithms, and applying approximate methods
instead to speed up the computation, without sacrificing the exactness of the
overall result. Please refer to [4], [3], [5] for more explanations.
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System architecture

Figure 1 shows distribution of the system across the network. It requires some
remarks. The server is built according to thin-client architecture in the sense
that CGI-script on the server side does nothing but forwards all request further to xalci-server running as a standalone application. This is important
because CGI-script instances spawned and destroyed during each client request
3

http://www.cgal.org
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Figure 1: Deployment diagram showing the client-server architecture
are unable to cache curve and curve pair analysis required for future use in
rasterization phase.
Therefore, one of the easy solutions was to run a resident application on the
server side which performs all expensive computations and caches the results.
It communicates with CGI-scripts through Linux message queue and shared
memory regions.
Alternatively, it would be possible to remove CGI layer and allow the server
to communicate directly with Flash application through TCP/IP. However, this
would unnecessarily complicate the program structure and essentially restrict
server usability by removing support for CGI-compatible clients.
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